
Video Audio

B roll of concept art and code

Team photo fades in

Classical music (Vivaldi’s spring), which will
continue for the remainder of the film.

This is the story of a group of young
artists-to-be, who were thrust into a video
game competition with no idea of what they
were doing, and, I mean, like, did stuff.

Jacob is sitting in a chair, hand over his head
in front of a computer

here's Jacob, lets see what he is up too

He looks like he is having fun

I love coding, coding love's me, I love coding,
coding love's me, THERE'S BUGS
EVERYWHERE, If then if then if then if then if
then if then…

Avery is eating some snack, lounging while
watching over jacob tiring over the computer

He pats jacob on the back.

Keep up the good work!

And this is Avery who is the managerial role
in the group and makes sure we are staying
on task and getting what we need done.

Jacob begins screaming and fucking kills
avery the camera quickly cuts away.

Justine is sitting at a table, drawing on her
computer. The camera is really far away and
zooms in.

Justine looks up and the camera is picked up
and the cameraperson begins running away.

This is Justine, we make her do all the art
and who is secretly probably out to kill us
some day but it's fine since she’s going all
crazy on the drawings.

I think she saw us… oh shit, go go go go…

Sam is typing up a storm, sitting at a table
with papers all sprawled out on the table

And here is Sam who is our story coordinator
who is a very hard working individual and a
great team member,

Help I don’t know who these people are send-

Octavio is walking in the hallways with 4
coffee cups,

Walking into the class
Avery sips coffee, spits it out, throws it at
Octavio.

And this is Octavio who is our wittle errand
boy who does what we tell him to do.

“Here's your coffee”
“This isn't the right one”---“Go back and try
again”



Octavio falls over from the burns, and Avery
kicks at him to get him to move.

Octavio screams from the coffee burns

“I…  said… get… going!”

Octavio, Justine, Jacob, Sam, Avery are
sitting together at a table, an assortment of
papers and binder sprawl across the table.

Octavio fans Avery with a paper fan

Jacob screams and goes to stab Avery
We freeze frame

Ja-“NO NO IT'S SUPPOSED TO BE LIKE
THIS”
S-“BUT THEN WHAT ABOUT THE STORY”
Ja-“THEN WE HAVE TO CODE THAT”
O-“Wait what was the story”
Ju-“WE HAVE TO DO MORE ART”
A-“FAN ME FASTER”
“(Jacob mumbles something about code)”

We fade into black and then the gulp logo
fades into the screen

Credits roll as music plays

What a wacky crew huh folks?

Justine shot
Sam shot
Table scene
B-roll (images across screen like slide show)


